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a b s t r a c t
Every all-small game has mean 0 and temperature 0. Therefore, the temperature theory
is of no use in the study of all-small games. The main tool used in analyzing all-small
games since the 1970s has been approximation by atomic weight. In the 1980s, Conway
and Ryba developed (but did not publish) the uptimal theory, which is finer and more
precise than the atomic weight theory. In order to study games such as clobber and push-
ups, the author independently advances the theory of uptimals. In particular, the author
finds the canonicals forms of all integral uptimals. The canonical forms also lead us to
an algorithm for recognizing uptimals. We end with examples of rulesets with non-trivial
uptimal values.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper assumes a familiarity with combinatorial game theory. The author recommends Lessons in Play [2] for
background, however, pertinent definitions and concepts are givenwithin.We try to distinguish betweenmultiplemeanings
of the word game by using the words ruleset and position (where the latter can be an instance of the former). We name our
two players Left and Right: Left is positive, feminine and black; Right is negative, masculine and white. Sometimes there are
neutral pieces which are colored gray. If G is a position, thenwe alsowrite G as

GL | GR, whereGL andGR are the left options
and right options, respectively. The followers of a position G are G, the options of G, and all options of options, recursively.
The followers are also the positions reachable from some sequence of play in G. All games considered are short: they have
a finite number of followers and no follower is reachable from itself.
Games with the property that from every position either both players have an option or neither player has an option are
called all-small. The focus of this paper are games that are all-small. All-small games were introduced (and named) in [6,4].
For example, the positions 0, {0 | 0} = ∗ (‘star’), {0 | ∗} = ↑ (‘up’), and {∗ | 0} = ↓ (‘down’) are all-small.
All-small games, like impartial games,1 have the property that play ends when neither player has a move. That is,
winning the position is the same as finishing the position. This contrasts with play in partizan games such as amazons
and domineering, in which play can end at positions that have values that are integers. With this in mind it can be hard
to see how a player can be ahead by very much in an all-small position. We call a position G infinitesimal if for all positive
numbers x, −x < G < x. Moreover, if G is all-small then G is infinitesimal; this fact and that every follower of an all-small
position is all-small are the reason all-small games have the name that they do [see 6, pg. 101].
Theoretical tools for partizan games often are not useful for all-small games. One of the most powerful tools of
combinatorial game theory is the temperature theory, as developed in [6]. Unfortunately, every all-small game has both
mean and temperature 0, whichmeans that temperature theory tells us nothing about how to play sums of all-small games.
Another tool that has been used recently to analyze games is the reduced canonical form [7]. As every all-small game is also
infinitesimal, the reduced canonical form of each game is 0, so the reduced canonical form of a sum of all-small games is
always 0.
E-mail address: nmckay@mathstat.dal.ca.
1 An impartial game is one where both players have exactly the same options at every position.
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Some of the ideas of temperature theory have resulted in the atomic weight theory [6], which is very useful for studying
all-small games. In addition to the all-small positions given above, other common all-small positions include ↑ + ↑
(double-up) and other multiples of ↑, which form the basis of the atomic weight theory—measuring games as multiples
of ↑. For a position G and n ∈ Zwe let
n · G =
0 if n = 0,
G+ (n− 1) · G if n > 0,
−(−n · G) if n < 0.
As evidence to support the usefulness inmeasuring all-small games bymultiples of↑, we note two properties of↑ that show
how it is both big and small. The first property is that even the largest multiples of ↑ are less than 1; to see that 1 > n · ↑,
which as ↑ is positive also shows that ↑ is infinitesimal, we play the difference: 1− n · ↑. Left always plays in a copy of ↑ or
∗ if one is present. If neither is present, Left canmove in 1 to 0 and win. Left wins because−n · ↑must have been played to 0
and thus Right has no option. Second, even the largest all-small position is less than somemultiple of ↑ [see 2, Lemma 6.13].
That is, for every all-small position G, there exists an n such that n · ↑ > G. When playing the sum of all-small positions
it is often sufficient to know the approximate value of the sum in terms of a multiple of ↑. The atomic weight theory also
appears in [4, pgs. 200 and 236] and [2, Section 9.4].
In this paperwe present a finermeasurement scheme for all-small games, whichwas first studied by JohnH. Conway and
Alex Ryba. In Section 2 we define the powers of ↑ (Definitions 1 and 2), which are the basis for the scheme. These positions
are among the most recognized all-small positions. Containing the powers of ↑ are the family called the uptimals, presented
in Section 3, which we define to be the positions that can be written as the sum of the powers of ↑ and ∗.
Conway and Ryba studied uptimals primarily in the 1980s, but did not publish their work. However, Conway’s work
on uptimals extends beyond just the 1980s. We can see this, for example, in last two pages of [5], where Conway shows
he knows about and is interested in the games that make the uptimals. Moreover, as noted in Lessons in Play [2, pg. xii],
Conway was urging the adoption of uptimal notation as late as 2006. The author has not had the opportunity to meet with
either to discuss their work. The most certain contribution of Conway and Ryba is their uptimal notation, as noted in Lessons
in Play [2, pg. 188], which was the starting point for the work in this paper. The canonical forms of uptimal positions can
become quite large and seemingly incomprehensible. Writing uptimals in uptimal notation allows for efficient comparison
of the order of uptimals. For example, the position (and uptimal) with canonical form
{{0 | {0 | {0 | 0, {0 | 0}}}} | {0 | 0, {0 | 0}} , {0 | {0 | 0, {0 | 0}}}}
is also written
{{0 | {0 | ↓∗}} | ↓∗, {0 | ↓∗}}
and is written
.011¯
in uptimal notation. In [13], Siegel writes that it is an open problem to determine the canonical form of an arbitrary uptimal,
which is a result given in this paper.
We remind the reader that for every G there is a unique simplest position that is equal to G, called the canonical form
of G. If G = {A, B, C, . . . | H, I, J, . . .} and B ≥ A, then G = {B, C, . . . | H, I, J, . . .}; we say that A is dominated by B. If
G = {A, B, C, . . . | H, I, J, . . .} and suppose for some right option of A, say AR, that G ≥ AR, then if AR = {W , X, Y , . . . | . . .},
then G = {W , X, Y , . . . , B, C, . . . | H, I, J, . . .}; we say that A is reversible and that the option to A reverses through AR to
{W , X, Y , . . .}. If the Left options of AR are empty then we say that A reverses out. A position G is in canonical form if all
followers of G have no dominated or reversible options. Positions are identified with their canonical forms. Canonical forms
are also called (canonical) values.
In Section 4 we give and prove the canonical forms of uptimals.2 Knowing the general canonical form of the uptimals
helps us to identify canonical games as uptimals and also to identify canonical forms of positions that happen to be uptimals.
We give and discuss algorithms for uptimals in Section 5.
Examples of all-small rulesets includehackenbush flowers, clobber, all-small restricted hackenbush and cutthroat
stars (see [4, pg. 198], [1], [3] and [10], respectively), and many all-small variants of other games. In Section 6 we examine
some games whose positions are uptimals and give a solution to a sum of positions from multiple games.
2 Kao, in [8], tries to do something similar with sumbers, which are sums of positions of the form ↑[n] and ↓[n] . However, Kao claims some results that are
not true. The games .1101 and .1101∗ (written here in uptimal notation) disprove Kao’s claims for games that have one option for each player, and games
that have up to two options for each player, respectively. Generally, Kao’s results seem to have trouble dealing with games that are sums of ↑[n] and ↓[n]
as opposed to just sums of ↑[n] .
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2. Powers of ↑
All-small positions, such as those about to be defined, often occur in disjunctive sums with ∗. It is standard practice to
omit the+when writing such a disjunctive with ∗. For example, instead of ↑ + ∗we write ↑∗.
Definition 1. Let ↑[0] = 0 and ↑[n] = ↑[n−1] | ∗, for positive integers n. Also let ↓[n] = −↑[n] for n ≥ 0.
The positions ↑[n], as defined, are in canonical form [see 2, Theorem 9.15].
Definition 2. Let ↑n = 0 | ↓[n−1]∗, for positive integers n. Also let ↓n = −↑n for n ≥ 1.
Definition 2 appears in [6, pg. 195] using slightly different notation.
Lemma 3. The positions ↑n, as defined, are in canonical form.
Note that we require that ↓[n−1]∗ is in canonical form, which is given in Lemma 5. We omit the proof of Lemma 3.
At this point it is useful to note that ↑ = ↑[1] = ↑1, and that ↑ is often used for simplicity. For n > 1, the two varieties
of powers are associated in the following way.
Lemma 4. For n ≥ 1,∑ni=1 ↑i = ↑[n].
Proof. The statement is clear for n = 1. For n > 1, we play the difference. By induction,∑ni=1 ↑i = ↑[n−1] + ↑n so the
difference of the positions becomes
n−
i=1
↑i − ↑[n] = ↑[n−1] + ↑n − ↑[n]
= ↑[n−2] | ∗+ 0 | ↓[n−1]∗+ ∗ | ↓[n−1] .
If Left plays first she has three options. First, if Left moves in

0 | ↓[n−1]∗ to 0, Right can respond in ∗ | ↓[n−1] to ↓[n−1]
changing the sum to 0. Second, if Left moves in
∗ | ↓[n−1] to ∗, Right can respond in 0 | ↓[n−1]∗ to ↓[n−1]∗ changing the
sum to 0. Lastly, if Left moves in
↑[n−2] | ∗ to ↑[n−2], Right can respond in 0 | ↓[n−1]∗ to ↓[n−1]∗ changing the sum to
↑[n−2] + ↓[n−1]∗ + ∗ | ↓[n−1] = ↓n−1∗ + ∗ | ↓[n−1], by induction, from which Left has two options. If Left moves in∗ | ↓[n−1] to ∗ she changes the sum to ↓n−1 < 0, or if Left moves in ↓n−1∗ to 0 she changes the sum to ↓[n] < 0. Thus, Left
loses playing first.
If Right plays first he has three moves. First, if Right moves in
↑[n−2] | ∗ to ∗, Left can respond in ∗ | ↓[n−1] to ∗
changing the sum to ↑n > 0. Second, if Right moves in 0 | ↓[n−1]∗ to ↓[n−1]∗, Left can move in ∗ | ↓[n−1] to ∗ changing
the sum to 0. Lastly, if Right moves in
∗ | ↓[n−1] to ↓[n−1] he changes the sum to ↑n > 0. Thus, Right loses playing first and
the statement holds. 
Note that Lemma 4, or an equivalent statement such as ↑[n+1] −↑[n] = ↑n+1 has often been given as a definition. We do
not claim the result. If anything we should probably claim Lemma 3, however, we include the proof of Lemma 4 because we
are not aware of it appearing elsewhere.
The above positions often appear in a disjunctive sumwith ∗ and thus is it helpful to know their canonical forms as well.
It is useful to note that while both ↑n and ↑[n] are positive, the games ↑n∗ and ↑[n]∗ are fuzzy.
Lemma 5 (Exercise 9.18 from [2]). The canonical form of ↑[n]∗ is 0,↑[n−1]∗ | 0.
Lemma 6. The canonical form of ↑n∗ is 0, ∗ | ↓[n−1].
Proof. Left has options to 0 and ∗, which are confused with each other. Thus neither is dominated. As for reversibility, 0 is
never reversible because it has no options; in this case ∗ is not reversible because Right’s option to 0 is confused with the
original game ↑n∗. Right’s one option to ↓[n−1] is of course not dominated. When n = 1 Right’s option is to 0, which is not
reversible. When n > 1, Left’s option from ↓[n−1] is ∗, which is less than ↑n∗ and so the move to ↓[n−1] is not reversible. 
3. Uptimal notation
Definition 7 ([2], p. 188). An uptimal is a game of the form
d0 · ∗ + d1 · ↑ + d2 · ↑2 + · · · + dn · ↑n
where d0 is either 0 or 1 and di ∈ Z for i > 0. We write uptimals as
.d1 . . . dn
possibly with a trailing ∗, which is called uptimal notation.
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Table 1
The incentives from the powers of ↑.
Value Canonical Form Left incentives Right incentives
↑n 0 | −↑[n−1]∗ −↑n ↑[n]∗
↑[n] ↑[n−1] | ∗ −↑n ↑[n]∗
↑n∗ 0, ∗ | −↑[n−1] −↑n,−↑n∗ ↑[n]∗
↑[n]∗ 0,↑[n−1]∗ | 0 −↑n,−↑[n]∗ ↑[n]∗
We call the di’s coefficients. For example, ↑[3]∗ is an uptimal and .111∗ is ↑[3]∗ written in uptimal notation. In uptimal
notation, negative coefficients are indicated by a bar above (e.g., −2 · ↑2 = .02¯). When using uptimals with variable
coefficients, a bar indicates that the coefficient is negated (independent of the sign of the coefficient). For example, .d1d2d3 =
−.d¯1d¯2d¯3; when d1 = 2, d2 = −1 and d3 = 1, this becomes .21¯1 = −.2¯11¯, where the uptimal is 2 · ↑ − ↑2 + ↑3. The sum
of any number of uptimals is found by summing all coefficients of a given exponent. This follows from the associativity and
commutativity of the disjunctive sum.
Theorem 8 ([2], p. 189). Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. For all positive integers m, ↑n > m · ↑n+1.
Instead of writing↑n > m ·↑n+1 we could say that↑n+1 is infinitesimal with respect to↑n, which generalizes the definition
of infinitesimal given in Section 1.
Corollary 9 (to Theorem 8). The uptimals of the form .d1 . . . dk, with dk ≠ 0, are totally ordered.
Proof. Given two uptimals G ≠ H , they must have a coefficient that differs. Consider the leftmost such coefficient. Assume
this is the coefficient of ↑n. The position with the greater coefficient in this position is greater. This is because ↑n > m · ↑n+1
and ↑n+1 > ↑n+1+k for k > 0, which is to say that a single ↑n term in the difference is much greater than all possible terms
resulting from differences in subsequent coefficients. 
As shown in the proof of Corollary 9, if two uptimals have non-equal coefficients, then they are not equal. Thus, each
uptimal has an unique notation (provided we drop trailing zeros).
Definition 10 ([2]). The left incentives and right incentives of a position G are the sets GL − G and G− GR, respectively. For a
particular move GL (GR), the left incentive (right incentive) is GL − G (G− GR).
Incentives are also positions and thus can be compared. For a position Gwith left options to GL1 and GL2 the left incentives
are G− GL1 and G− GL2 . If G− GL1 > G− GL2 then GL2 > GL1 and so GL1 is dominated by GL2 .
Table 1 contains the incentives for Left and Right in the positions discussed so far.
Both players always prefer greater incentives. In each of the positions in Table 1, Left’s incentives get less bad as n grows
and Right’s incentives get better as n grows. The best options in an uptimal are always in ↑n or ↓n for the largest n. Also,
uptimals without ∗ are ordered and uptimals including ∗ are ordered (Corollary 9), and every option of an uptimal is an
uptimal. Thus, an uptimal has at most two non-dominated options for each player.
4. Canonical forms of uptimals
In Theorem 11, our main theorem, we give uptimals in terms of canonical options. Theorem 11 is also the basis of the
algorithm to determine and give the uptimal expression if the position is an uptimal.
For an uptimal
U = .d1 . . . dk
with dk > 0 we define the following shorthand for clarity:
Ui =

0, if i = 0;
.d1 . . . di, otherwise,
d−i = di − 1,
d+i = di + 1,
U+ = .d+1 . . . d+k ,
U− = .d−1 . . . d−k ,
U+i = .d+1 . . . d+i , and
U−i = .d−1 . . . d−i .
We can now present the main theorem.
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Theorem 11. Let
U = .d1 . . . dk
be an uptimal with dk > 0.
The canonical form of U is

U+j ∗,Um | U−∗

, if j > 0, and

Um | U−∗

, if j = 0.
The canonical form of U∗ is U+j ,Um∗ | U−, if j > 0, and is given by the following table, if j = 0:
U > ∗ U ≹ ∗
m = 0 0 | U− 0, ∗ | U−
m > 0

Um∗ | U−
 
0,Um∗ | U−

where
m =
k− 1 if dk = 1,
0 if di > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and dk ≠ 1,
max{i : di ≤ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} otherwise;
j =

0 if di ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
max{i : di < 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} otherwise.
The canonical form of U∗wherem = 0 and U > ∗ is given in [2, Cor. 9.17].
The proof requires three technical lemmas, Lemmas 12–14, which show that U and U∗ are equal to the positions in the
theorem.We finish the proof of themain theorem by showing that these are almost always in canonical form and determine
the exceptional cases.
Lemma 12. Um +
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um < 0.
Proof. We need to show that Right wins with either player playing first in
Um +
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um .
Right, playing first can move in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−Um, changing the sum to 0.
If Left plays first things are more complicated. First, Left can move in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−U−∗. This changes the
sum to .11 . . . 1d−m+1 . . . d
−
k ∗, which is less than or equal to ↑[m]∗ because di > 0, for k ≥ i ≥ m+1 (and k > m). Since ↑[m]∗
is winning for Right moving first, .11 . . . 1d−m+1 . . . d
−
k ∗ is a win for Right moving first. If Um = 0 then this is the only move
for Left and we are done. If Um ≠ 0, then Left may have up to two more options. Let p = max{i : di ≠ 0, i ≤ m}.
If dp < 0 then p = m = j; Left has one move in −↑j to ↑[j−1]∗ changing Um to U+j ∗, to which Right responds in−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um moving to −U+j ∗ and changing the sum to 0. If dp > 0 then Left can move in ↑p to 0, and
Right can respond in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to −Um, changing the sum to −↑p, which is negative. Lastly, if dp > 0
and j > 0 then Left has a move in −↑j to ↑[j−1]∗ to which Right will respond in ↑p to −↑[p−1]∗, changing the sum to
.d1 . . . djd−j+1 . . . d−m +
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um. This sum is better for Right than the original, so Left’s other options will still
be bad and she must move again in −↑j to ↑[j−1]∗. If there is still some q > j for which dq > 0, Right will move in ↑q to
−↑[q−1]∗ and this argument repeats. Otherwise, Right moves in −U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to −U+j ∗ and changing the sum
to 0. 
Lemma 13. U = U+j ∗,Um | U−∗.
Proof. Play the difference
U + −U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um .
If Right plays first he has three options. First, Right’s incentive for her play in U to U−∗ dominates all other options
from U , as can be seen with information from Table 1. Left will then play in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−U−∗ changing the
sum to 0. Second, if Right plays in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to −U+j ∗, this will change the sum to .1¯1¯ . . . 1¯dj+1 . . . dk∗ from
which Left can move on −↑j to ↑[j−1]∗ changing the sum to .00 . . . 0dj+1 . . . dk which is greater than 0 because di ≥ 0 for
j+ 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and at least one di is non-zero. Lastly, Right can play in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−Um, changing the sum to
.00 . . . 0dm+1 . . . dk which is greater than 0 because dm+i > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k−m. Thus, Right loses moving first.
If Left plays first she has three options. First, if Left plays in−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um
to−U−∗, Right can respond in U to U−∗, changing the sum to 0.
Second, Left can move in U to .d1 . . . dk−1d−k . If dk = 1, then Right can play in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−Um, changing
the sum to 0. Otherwise, Rightwill play in .d1 . . . dk−1d−k to .d
−
1 . . . d
−
k−1d
−−
k ∗. Left loses if she plays in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um
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to −U−∗, because the sum becomes −↑k < 0, so Left must move in .d−1 . . . d−k−1d−−k ∗. Now we must consider two
cases: k − 1 > m > 0 and m = 0. If k − 1 > m > 0 then Left can play in ↑p for some p or in −↑q for some q
(note that this move dominates the move in ∗ to 0). If Left plays in ↑p to 0, Right can play in ∗ to 0 leaving a sum less than
Um+
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um and so Right wins by Lemma 12. If Left moves in−↑q, then Right responds in the positive term
↑i with the largest available i, thusmaking it Left’s turn from a position that is strictly worse thanwhen Left last moved. If no
positive term exists he moves in ∗ to 0 leaving a position less than or equal Um+
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um, which is negative
by Lemma 12. If m = 0, then whatever Left does, Right plays in the summand ↑p (if it exists, and for the largest p) in what
remains of U , changing that summand to−↑[p−1]∗; if no such move is available, Right moves to−U+j ∗ = ∗ or−Um = 0 as
appropriate to move to a position that is less than or equal to 0. Otherwise, Left’s move in
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um to−U−∗
remains bad and play continues until Right can play to ∗ or 0 to win.
Lastly, if j > 0 then Left can move in U to .d+1 . . . d
+
j dj+1 . . . dk∗, to which Right will respond in .d+1 . . . d+j dj+1 . . . dk∗
to .d1 . . . djd−j+1 . . . d
−
k , making the sum strictly less than the sum we started with. Thus all options for Left other than
perhaps moving in some −↑i to ↑[i−1]∗must still be bad. Left’s best move is in the term −↑m. If after Left’s move the sum
is Um +
−U−∗ | −U+j ∗,−Um then Right wins by Lemma 12. Otherwise, Right responds in some term ↑i to−↑[i−1] with
i > m and the situation repeats, each time getting better for Right. 
Lemma 14. U + ∗ = U+j ,Um∗ | U−.
Proof. Play the difference U∗ + −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗, which by Theorem 13 is
U+j ∗,Um | U−∗
+ ∗ + −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ .
There are four options for Left and for Right. They can both play in ∗ to 0, and they both have three other options which have
obvious responses changing the sum to 0 thus causing the first player to lose.
If Right moves in ∗ to 0, Left moves in −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ to −U− changing the sum to ↑[k] > 0. Thus, Right loses
going first and the statement holds.
Now we consider Left moving in ∗ to 0. If j > 0, Left’s move in ∗ to 0 is dominated by her move in−↑j to ↑[j−1]∗, which
is already losing. Otherwise, j = 0 and Left’s play changes the sum to U+j ∗,Um | U−∗ + −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗. Right
responds in the uptimal

U+j ∗,Um | U−∗

to U−∗, which is now strictly better for Right than the sum we started with.
Therefore Left must move in the component U−∗, because her other options will still be bad options. If Left moves in ∗,
Right will move in
−U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ to−Um∗, leaving−.1 . . . 1d+m+1 . . . d+k ∗ which negative because d+m+1 ≥ 2. If Left
moves in ↑k to 0, Right will move in −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ to−Um∗, leaving
−.1 . . . 1d+m+1 . . . d+k−1dk,
which is negative. Left also has another move if m > 0; she can play in −↑m to ↑[m−1]∗, leaving a sum that even worse
again for Left compared to what we started with. If the new sum is ∗ + −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ then Right will move in−U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ to−Um∗ leaving a negative position. Otherwise, Right continues to play ↑i to ↑[i−1]∗ for some i until
the sum is ∗ + −U− | −U+j ,−Um∗ or until Left makes a different bad move. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 11. Lemmas 13 and 14 establish the desired equalities. It remains to consider the canonical forms. To
complete the proof we show that in certain cases the positions

U+j ∗,Um | U−∗

and

U+j ,Um∗ | U−

which are equal to
U and U∗, respectively, are sometimes, but not always in canonical form.
Right’s move is always his only option, and thus cannot be dominated. The incentive for Right’s move is ↑[k]∗, which is
greater than Left’s incentives from U− or U−∗, which are at most−↑k or↑[k−1]∗. Therefore, Right’s move is never reversible.
We consider j = 0 and j > 0 separately (note that by definition j ≥ 0). First, we assume j > 0 and show that
U = U+j ∗,Um | U−∗ and U∗ = U+j ,Um∗ | U− are canonical. The difference between Left’s options is U+j − Um + ∗,
which is incomparable with 0, as can be seen because it is greater than ∗ and less than↑[k]∗, both of which are incomparable
with 0. Thus neither option is dominated.
We consider both U and U∗ simultaneously in considering reversibility. Consider Left’s options to U+j ∗ or U+j . From here,
Right has options that at best differ from U and U∗ by .0 . . . 01¯dj+1 . . . dk∗ or .1¯1¯ . . . 1¯0dj+1 . . . dk; both differences are less
than or incomparable with 0, that is, Left’s options are not reversible. Consider Left’s options to Um or Um∗. From here, Right
has options that at best differ from U and U∗ either .11 . . . 10dm+1 . . . dk∗ and .00 . . . 01¯1dm+1 . . . dk; both differences are
less than or incomparable with 0, that is, Left’s options are not reversible.
For the remainder of the proof we assume j = 0. When j = 0 the position U is positive because dk > 0. Also, U+j ∗ = ∗.
Thus when considering the canonical form of U = U+j ∗,Um | U−∗ = ∗,Um | U−∗we note that if Left moves to ∗, Right
will immediately play to 0 which is less than U . Left has no options from 0, so Left’s option in

U+j ∗,Um | U−∗

to U+j ∗ = ∗
reverses out. Left now has exactly one option, namely to Um, which is either 0 or fromwhich Right has a option to a position
that is at best .11 . . . 10dm+1 . . . dk∗ less than U , so the option to Um is not reversible.
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It remains to consider the canonical form ofU∗. However, the canonical form ofU∗ depends onwhetherm > 0 orm = 0,
and whether U > ∗ or U ≹ 0 (note thatm ≥ 0 and U > 0).
When U > ∗ and m > 0 then U = .d1 . . . dm10dm+1 . . . dk > ∗ implies that Um > 0 too. Thus, Left’s move to Um∗
dominates Left’s move to 0. Left’s remaining option is not reversible for Right’s best option from Um∗ only differs from U∗
by .11 . . . 10dm+1 . . . dk∗, which is incomparable to 0.
When U > ∗ andm = 0 then Left has options to U+j = 0 and Um∗ = ∗. Since U∗ > 0, Right is happy to move to 0 if Left
moves to ∗, thus Left’s move to ∗ reverses out.
With this U ≹ ∗ andm > 0 then U+j ,Um∗ | U− = 0,Um∗ | U− > 0. Since ∗ < Um∗ < U∗, Um∗ ≹ 0, which is to say
that neither of Left’s options is dominated. A move to 0 is never dominated. The position to which Right moves if Left moves
to Um∗ differs from U∗ by at most .1 . . . 10dm+1 . . . dk∗ a position that is less than ↑[m] + ∗, which is incomparable with 0.
Thus, neither of Left’s options is dominated.
When U ≹ ∗ and m = 0 then U+j = 0 and Um∗ = ∗. As 0 and ∗ are confused, neither option is dominated, and again,
a move to 0 is never reversible, and the move to ∗ is only possibly reversible through 0. However, U∗ ̸≷ 0 so Left’s options
are not reversible.
For example, the canonical form of .101101 is

.1011 | .01¯001¯∗ and the canonical form of .101101∗ is 0, .1011∗ |
.01¯001¯

. Also, the canonical form of .321¯1012 is

.43∗, .321¯1 | .212¯01¯01∗ and the canonical form of .321¯1012∗ is
.43, .321¯1∗ | .212¯01¯01.
5. Algorithms for uptimals
In this section we give an algorithm for determining if a canonical position is an uptimal and also an algorithm to give
the uptimal form of an uptimal. The problem of recognizing an uptimal is important because they are found in many games
and we know how to play in their sums. The algorithm is written in code suitable for use with CGSuite [12].
Theorem 11 tells us that one player always has exactly one move and that this move has incentive ↑[n]∗, for some n; we
use this to identify uptimals. We solve the problem by first asking if a position is an uptimal and second finding the uptimal
form for positions that are uptimals.
A (non-zero) uptimal in canonical form always has either two options for one player and one for the other, or one option
for each. If a position is not of this form then it is not an uptimal. We prefer to consider positions with Right having the
optionwith incentive↑[n]∗, for some n. If a position, sayG, has one Left option and twoRight options,wewill instead consider
whether−G is an uptimal.When considering a positionwhere each player has one option, sayG, we note (from Theorem11)
that if G is an uptimal it must have all non-zero coefficients have the same sign (because j = 0). From here, if any of G,−G,
G∗ or −G∗ are greater than 0 and that position is an uptimal then its non-zero coefficient of the highest index is positive
(and thus Right would be the play with an option with incentive ↑[n]∗, for some n. A position, if an uptimal, at this point
could be of the form .d1 . . . dk > 0 or of the form .d1 . . . dk∗ > 0. If we are considering an uptimal, then the Right option has
incentive ↑[n]∗ for some n, and the Right option itself is an uptimal. Thus, we check to see if the Right option is an uptimal,
and if it is we check to see if the difference between the original position and the Right option is ↑[n]∗ for some n, and if it is
then our position is an uptimal. Otherwise, it is not an uptimal. This is implemented as IsUptimal().
Furthermore, an uptimal’s uptimal form can be found by knowing the incentive of one of its options and the option. In
particular, given the canonical form of the Right option in uptimal form, the uptimal form of the position in question is found
by adding the uptimal form of the Right option and the incentive (in uptimal form), e.g. ↑[n]∗ for some n. This corresponds
to an increase in each of the first n coefficients by 1 and toggling the ∗. This is implemented as UptimalForm().
So far we have glossed over the need for an algorithm to determine if a position is ↑[n]∗ for some n. Recall that the
canonical form of ↑[n]∗ is 0,↑[n−1]∗ | 0 for n > 0 and ∗ for n = 0. Also note that we need not identify the negative
of this position or this position without ∗. Either the position is ∗, or the position has two Left options: one of which is 0
and the other of which is another position of the same form; and exactly one Right option which is to 0. We implement as
IsUpNStar() which determines if a position is of the form ↑[n]∗ for some n and we implement UpNStarExponent()
which determines the n.
IsUpNStar := proc(g)
local gL,gR;
gL:=LeftOptions(g);
gR:=RightOptions(g);
if g==* then
return true;
elif gR===[0] and Length(gL)==2 then
if Contains(gL, 0) then
if (IsUpNStar(gL[1]) or IsUpNStar(gL[2])) then
return true;
fi;
fi;
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fi;
return false;
end;
UpNStarExponent := proc(g)
local gL,gR;
gL:=LeftOptions(g);
gR:=RightOptions(g);
if not IsUpNStar(g) then return false; fi;
if g==* then
return 0;
elif IsUpNStar(gL[1]) then
return UpNStarExponent(gL[1])+1;
elif IsUpNStar(gL[2]) then
return UpNStarExponent(gL[2])+1;
fi;
end;
IsUptimal := proc(g)
local gL,gR;
gL:=LeftOptions(g);
gR:=RightOptions(g);
if g<>0 then
g:=g+*;
fi;
if g==0 then
return true;
fi;
if Length(gL)==1 and Length(gR)==1 and g<0 then
g:=-g;
elif Length(gL)==1 and Length(gR)==2 then
g:=-g;
elif Length(gR)!=1 then
return false;
fi;
if not IsUptimal(gR[1]) then
return false;
elif IsUpNStar(g-gR[1]) then
return true;
else
return false;
fi;
end;
UptimalForm := proc(g)
local gL,gR,i,k,lst,neg,star;
gL:=LeftOptions(g);
gR:=RightOptions(g);
if not IsUptimal(g) then return false; fi;
star:=0;
if g<>0 then
g:=g+*;
star:=*;
fi;
if g==0 then return [[],star]; fi;
neg:=1;
if (Length(gR)==1 and Length(gL)==1 and g<0) then
g:=-g;
neg:=-1;
elif (Length(gL)==1 and Length(gR)==2) then
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Fig. 1. A game of cutthroat stars.
g:=-g;
neg:=-1;
fi;
k:=UpNStarExponent(g-gR[1]);
lst:=UptimalForm(gR[1])[1];
while Length(lst)<k do
Add(lst,0);
od;
for i from 1 to k do
lst[i]:=lst[i]+1;
od;
if neg==-1 then
for i from 1 to Length(lst) do
lst[i]:=-lst[i];
od;
fi;
return [lst,star+*+UptimalForm(gR[1])[2]];
end;
6. Rulesets and examples
In this section we give some examples of games with uptimal values, their full or partial solutions and a problem sum
(Fig. 5).
6.1. cutthroat stars
Definition 15. all-small cutthroat stars is played on a star graph with vertices colored either black or white. On her (his)
turn, Left (or Right) removes a black (white) vertex from a star that contains vertices of both colors.
Fig. 1, shows a gameof cutthroat stars. Instead of drawing the full stars, the number of leaves of a given color is indicated
by a single node of that color, and the color of the center vertex is given explicitly. Right wins this position because she
leaves Left with a component containing only one color. In this Left could have moved to 0 on either of her previous turns
by removing the middle vertex, but chose not to.
In [10], the authors discover numerous order relations between various positions and give a strategy for playing on a
sum of positions. Using uptimal notation, we can find the exact values for all positions [as given in 2, p. 191].
The cutthroat stars position
.
For example,
.
6.2. all-small push
Definition 16. all-small push is played on a 1 × n strip of squares. Each square contains a black token, a white token, or
is empty. On her (his) turn, Left (Right) selects a black (white) token and moves it one space to the left. If the space to the
left was unoccupied the turn passes. Otherwise, the token occupying the space is moved one space to the left, repeating this
process until an empty space is reached, or if the token in the leftmost square of the board is ever moved it is taken from
the strip. The game ends when a strip contains tokens of only one color.
Left (black) wins the all-small push position that is played in Fig. 2. Specifically, Left moved to a position that contained
pieces of only one color and thus white could not move.
This game was introduced in [2], and some positions with uptimal values were given therein, [see 2, pg. 207]. More
about all-small push can be found in [11], including a conjecture about which positions have uptimal values, and what
those values are. In Fig. 3, we give a sequence of positions, ending in the position in our upcoming problem sum, that gives
a sense of the techniques used for finding uptimal notations of these positions.
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Fig. 2. A position of all-small push.
Fig. 3. A sequence of all-small push positions.
Fig. 4. A sum of three all-small restricted hackenbush positions.
6.3. all-small restricted hackenbush
Definition 17. all-small restricted hackenbush is played on a string starting with one gray edge and followed by some
number of black edges andwhite edges. On their turn, the player removes the highest (i.e., rightmost) edge from the ground
that is their color or the gray edge if none of their color remain, and all the edges of the other player that are above (to the
right of) it.
The game is restricted, because unlike hackenbush (see [4]), the players have to move on the highest edge that is gray or
their color.
Fig. 4 shows the disjunctive sum of three all-small restricted hackenbush positions, which will be won by Left after
players alternately remove gray edges. Having a gray edge at the base makes every position all-small without having a
special all-small rule because if the gray edge is there both players have at least onemove and if it is not, then neither player
has a move.
all-small restricted hackenbush is equivalent to Berlekamp’s restricted yellow–brown hackenbush ([3]) and Kao’s
Up-Down game ([9]). All positions in all-small restricted hackenbush can also be written in uptimal notation [3]. Wewill
not repeat the proof, but give an algorithm for finding the uptimal form of a position. The negative of a all-small restricted
hackenbush position is found by changing the color of each non-gray edge.
Let S be a string with the bottom edge gray and the next white, and has value d0 · ∗ + .d1 . . . dk. Then,
• the value of the string S appended with a white edge is (d0 + 1) · ∗ + .d1 . . . dk1, and
• the value of the string S appended with a black edge is d0 · ∗ + .d+1 . . . d+k , where d+i = di + 1.
For example, we can find the value of
as follows:
6.4. Problem Sum
In Fig. 5 we give a problem sum for the reader. The solution follows, using techniques from earlier in this section.
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Fig. 5.Who wins?
The summands given in the problem sum have values .333222, .2¯2¯2¯ and 1¯1¯1¯2¯2¯2¯∗ for a sum of ∗. That is, the position is
a next player win. Left’s best move is in all-small push to and Right’s best move is to
in all-small restricted hackenbush. Our best moves give the game to be {.111111 | .111111}which is indeed equal to ∗.
Left could also win by moving in cutthroat stars, but no other moves are winning for Right.
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